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Background objectives and approach

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

AND OBJECTIVES
PHASE 1 APPROACH: 
Research and evidence gathering

PHASE 2 APPROACH : 
Deeper Interrogation

FIVE RESEARCH THEMES 

EXPLORED:

PEOPLE

Health, well being, skills, 

education, employability, jobs

PLACES

Natural environment, housing, 

culture and tourism, business 

clusters, social economy e.g. 

social enterprises, voluntary 

organisations, regeneration of 

neighbours and town centres

INFRASTRUCTURE

Public transport, roads, rail, 

bridges etc, active travel e.g. 

cycling, walking, digital 

connectivity, planning and 

investment

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Investment, productivity, 

business support – particularly 

for small to medium enterprises 

(SMEs)

IDEAS

Innovation, science, higher 

education, research and 

development, knowledge 

intensive businesses

See Appendix for more details on the 

research sample composition.

Background: 

The LCRCA wished to carry out an 

evidence gathering and research exercise 

to meaningfully engage with a diverse, 

representative sample of people from the 

LCR to identify how to deliver a long term 

economic strategy that is impactful for all 

people. 

How do citizens’ of the LCR view 

their local communities, the 

environment, their employment 

and skills opportunities?1
What is their vision for how they 

would like the LCR to look in 20 

years’ time, in terms of a place to 

live, work and visit?2
How can the long term economic 

strategy be shaped to achieve 

the aspirations of citizens?3

Qualitative 

stage

Quantitative 

stage

6
focus 

groups 600
in street 

interviews*
100 per area 

(quota 

sample)

Sefton 

Wirral

Liverpool

Knowsley

St Helens

Halton

Deliberative 

event

• Half-day event held in Liverpool: 

attended by LCRCA team and 

residents (see final section in this 

report for more detailed information 

about the event).

• Further bolstering the evidence base 

of the long term economic strategy.

• Act as a proof of concept that can 

inform the ongoing engagement 

activity of the CA

• Providing a pathway for citizens to 

inform and influence the direction of 

the city region’s long term economic 

strategy.

• Acting as a foundation for further 

development and innovation in the 

years to come.

* The following symbol is used throughout 

this report to indicate a low base size 

(below 50 responses) in the quantitative 

analysis: 

Key research objectives/questions: 
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Evidence gathering key findings 

What works well? What’s not working so well? What needs to be improved?

• Strong community spirit/friendliness: many express 

strong ties to, and network within, their local areas. It is this 

which makes the area their ‘home’ and ‘theirs’ regardless of 

‘quality’. 

• Green spaces, accessible parks and natural 

environments well loved: majority greatly value these 

places and well maintained parks 

• Good transport links and useful road links: many 

mentioning numerous and effective modes of accessible 

public transport 

• Business environment generally: however, notably worse 

in St Helens and Halton and particularly specific region of 

Kirkby

• Mixed transport connectivity: some areas (Halton) feel 

isolated, and others (St Helens) lack good cycling routes

• Poorly maintained green and public spaces: some are 

overgrown, and others avoided due to crime and safety 

concerns

• More could be done to improve energy efficiency: 

despite good intentions, there is a perceived lack support to 

be more energy efficient at home and work 

• The region doesn’t appear to be embracing the digital 

economy: despite high policy ambitions, residents are 

largely unaware

• Thriving businesses and economy including jobs: more 

opportunities for people of all ages

• Housing and homelessness: Lack of affordable and 

suitable housing for many, lack of supported housing, high 

levels of homelessness with little sheltered housing

• Anti-social behaviour and crime, especially in Halton

and Knowsley: seen as the worst things about those 

areas.

• Investment in town centres (except Liverpool City centre)

• Consultation with residents: lack of action from previous 

contributions and consultations 

IMPLICATIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS…

• Strategy needs to capitalise on good sense of place and belonging; and propose a forward looking identity for the region

• Recognising disparity between areas and, importantly, within certain areas with a view to investing to raise living standards and opportunities for those in most need

• Regeneration efforts could focus on specific areas – e.g. town centres, Sefton canal area – and on maintaining community assets with minimal investment

• Many also mention ‘quick wins’: overgrown football fields, damaged or rundown recreational equipment – parks, goal posts, recycling available for all areas and addressing rubbish collection

• Support and investment for young people: training, jobs, leisure activities

• Support for new businesses and jobs e.g. offer reduced business rates

• Infrastructure: improvements are needed to address uneven connectivity, congestion, and personal safety

• Review and evaluate the pattern of large businesses relocating from fringe neighbourhoods to central regions; many local SMEs are dependant on the footfall they bring

• Perceptions of crime and anti-social behaviour need to be recognised, acted upon, and communicated back to communities

• Improved communication about both the councils and LCRCA’s activities and resident engagement. A “You said, we listened” campaign is vital to the perception of success
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A stable home, family time, a healthy lifestyle and job security are top priorities for residents

Having enough time for family and friends is seen to be “the most important” aspect to personal success. Satisfaction with the top four 

key priorities is high, although could be improved. 

C1. Aspects important to personal success C2. Most important aspect C3. Satisfaction

67%

71%

79%

81%

83%

83%

85%

90%

95%

96%

Having a job helping others**

Earning a high income**

Contributing to society

Having lots of leisure time

Having the ability to save for the future

Having an interesting job**

Job security**

Having a healthy and active lifestyle

Having time for family and friends

Feeling settled and secure in your own home

3%

3%

3%

1%

0%

4%

18%

9%

49%

14% 82%

89%

78%

61%

*

*

*

*

*

*

Base: C1: All respondents (603), C2: Coded any option as important (585), C3:  Satisfaction: Feeling settled (80), Time for family and friends (286), Health and active lifestyle (51), Job security (91), Interesting 

job (22), Save for future (2), Leisure time (9), Contributing to society (16), High income (17), Job helping others (13)

Low base size 

**All respondents excluding retired C1: (507)
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While local life has many positive aspects, there is a recognition of significant inequality 
between and within areas

What works well?

Social capital – a really strong local asset

• Many have strong social networks with family and friends living nearby and some 

neighbours they trust.

• Some mention having raised their children in the same area they grew up, with social 

networks from their own school days still remaining.

Community spirit – alive and kicking

• Strong sense of community and sense of belonging in some areas: 

seen as giving the area its identity.

Access to healthcare – improvements that are noticed

• Some very happy with access to newly provided healthcare facilities providing walk-in 

clinics, short wait times and late night or weekend appointments (Knowsley particularly).

It may not be the 

best place, but 

it’s our place
(male, 29, Sefton) 

There’s a group of about 14 of them, all old 

school friends, and now my daughter’s kids 

are friends with all their kids
(female, 63, Sefton) 

It is like a family unit, people look out for you, 

they will let you know if you forget to lock 

your car
(male, 44, Knowsley) 

What’s not working so well?

Lacking activities for teenagers and young people 

 residents associate this with increased crime

• With nothing to occupy them, many believe this is a main cause of anti-social behaviour, 

with many examples given across groups. Some residents have been physically 

attacked and most scared or intimidated by gangs in areas.

Access to health care – patchy in St Helens

• In contrast to others, some areas describe it as “almost impossible to get an 

appointment”.

Homelessness – a source of multiple problems

• Discussion of increasing homelessness and areas 

becoming ‘shanty towns’.

Employability and opportunities

• Lack of opportunities, particularly for young people are commonly mentioned. Those 

that exist are insecure contracts mainly in the retail or care sectors: these positions are 

perceived as being low paid.

Food banks – a worrying sign of economic decline

• Generally increasing reliance on these is stated as an indication of the wider community 

struggling financially.

Increasing stress and mental health issues in schools

• Teachers and parents highlighted increased pressure on both staff and students due to 

funding cuts.

Homelessness is not a 

priority …
(female, 36, CoL) 
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Creating opportunities for young people is perceived to be vital: either to benefit their 
children or minimise antisocial behaviour 

Ideas and suggestions

Create more opportunities for young people

• More sports facilities and clubs outside of school hours, particularly in the holidays.

• Free or subsidised entry is also important as many are from low income families.

• Renovate community halls as venues for social clubs/ activities.

• Invest in youth clubs and spaces for young people to socialise off the street, and crucially, consider the location of them.

• Birkenhead is described as “a great facility” but there is a lot of undesirable behaviour in the surrounding areas. 

Parents are fearful for their children and don’t want them passing through ‘rough areas’ to get there.

• Create more apprenticeships with secure jobs, and a range of opportunities.

Greater investment in – and support for – mental health services

• Including in schools and increasing support for vulnerable people and families.

Transform vacant, rundown properties into homeless shelters

Increase accessibility of healthcare

• Invest in new surgeries or extend the services of existing ones to match services offered in better areas.

There is nothing for kids to do …
(female, 44, Wirral) 

There used to be youth clubs 

everywhere
(female, 32, Sefton) 

Houses are boarded up and 

lying there, could we not 

make more homeless 

shelters? 
(female, 23, CoL) 

I certainly wouldn’t come in here 

[St Helens] at night
(male, 72, St Helens)

Where I grew up we had 

Neighbourhood Watch, does 

it exist?
(female, 35, Sefton) 
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Though not directly relating to the long term economic strategy, if prevalence of crime is 
not addressed other initiatives are predicted limited success 

• Spontaneous accounts of recent personal experiences 

of crime were heard from every group, and almost 

every participant in the focus group in Sefton. 

• Ripple effect of direct experiences, perceptions of 

crime prevalence and corresponding fear of crime filter 

through to all areas of strategy:

PEOPLE: direct impact on quality of life and 

concerns for safety of loved ones.

PLACES: community facilities vandalised and 

certain hot spot areas for anti-social 

behaviour discourage residents from using 

facilities and enjoying wider environment. 

INFRASTRUCTURE: antisocial behaviour on 

public transport and feeling unsafe walking 

through neighbourhood to bus stops. 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT: fear and risk of 

vandalism and destruction of premises 

discourages investment.

Ideas and suggestions

Desire for more visible police presence, particularly after 6pm

• All regions see crime as a big issue in their area.

• Encourage development of neighbourhood watch initiatives supported/ 

facilitated by police. 

• Reintroduce guards on late night train services so residents feel safer.

Increase security measures

• Several participants pointed out the lack of security measures: they expect 

that the installation of CCTV in car parks and streets would attract investors 

and visitors.

My car got took without the keys, you 

know when they use those signal 

things, and my car got found burnt out 

on a field nearby […] but the police 

didn’t come out til at least thirty two 

hours later[…].

I have to put my car keys in the 

microwave cos the signal can’t get 

through so every night I put my keys in 

the microwave
(female, 25, Sefton) It’s kids…17 year olds running amok 

robbing cars
(male, 29, Sefton) 

We need more police, prime example my 

son, he got robbed last Sunday[…] he 

got punched and jumped
(male, 44, Sefton) 

Most of the crime happens after 6 o’clock 
(male, 70, St Helens) 

We don’t even have a police station…if 

you go there it stops at 6 o’clock
(female, 44, St Helens) 

There are some areas where there is a 

lot of trouble still going on, and do I feel 

safe at night sometimes going out? No. I 

don’t. 
(Female, 59, Knowsley) 
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“Where would you like to see yourself in 5-10 years’ time and what can the LCRCA do to 
help you get there?”

Knowsley

CoL

Sefton 

CoL
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Residents feel positive overall, but there are large regional differences and substantial 
problems

Three in five rated their local area positively. Two in five felt their area was a better place to live than other areas in the LCR, and the 

same proportion felt their area was similar to the rest of the region. Anti-social behaviour, crime and cleanliness were mentioned as the 

worst things about the region.

59%
rated their local area as 

good

42%
rated their local area a 

better place to live than 

other places in Liverpool 

City Region

Best thing about area…

32%

19%

Worst thing about area…

30%

15%

Those aged 65+ were most 

likely to rate the local area 

as good (68%, compared to 

52% of those aged under 

30). 

Similarly, those aged 65+ 

were most likely to rate their 

local area better then 

elsewhere (52%), and those 

aged under 30 were least 

likely (35%). 

Homelessness was seen as 

the worst thing about 

Liverpool (48%) whilst poor 

public services such as 

healthcare/police was seen 

as an issue in Sefton (34%) 

and public transport in the 

Wirral (19%). 

Friendly 

people

Access to 

amenities

Anti-social 

behaviour/Crime

Dirty/Litter/ 

Unkempt and lack 

of facilities 

Words used to descried local area…

Base: A2, A3, A4, A5: All respondents (603)

Highest area rating

Wirral: 80%

Lowest area rating

St Helens: 39%

Highest area rating

Sefton: 60%

Lowest area rating

St Helens: 22%

Good transport links

Sefton & Wirral: 24%

Culture and history

Liverpool: 41%

Polarising opinions both 

within and between 

boroughs about transport 

links.
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Housing and neighbourhood are the most important qualities for a ‘good place to live’, 
while the local economy is the aspect in most need of improvement

Ranking of the other qualities that make a ‘good place to live’ differ by area, e.g. Knowsley, Halton and Liverpool residents rated thriving 

businesses as the second most important quality.  In terms of qualities that need improvement, businesses and jobs was rated first in all 

areas except Liverpool, where housing and neighbourhood was most in need of improvement. 

85% Housing and neighborhood

54% Leisure and cultural facilities

53% Thriving businesses and 
economy including jobs

42% Transport links

38% The 
natural 

environment

61% Thriving businesses and economy including 
jobs

48% Housing and neighborhood

39% Leisure and cultural 
facilities

26% Transport links

24% The 
natural 

environment

A6. Most important qualities for a ‘good place to live’ A7. Areas in most need of improvement

Base: A6 & A7 : All respondents (603)
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51%

Rate as good

50%

Better place to 

live than other 

places in LCR

Best thing?

33% Quiet

28% Friendly 

people

Worst thing?

40% 

Anti-social 

behaviour/ 

crime

45%

Rate as good

34%

Better place to 

live than other 

places in LCR

Best thing?

29% Friendly 

people

24% Amenities 

nearby

Worst thing?

51% 

Anti-social 

behaviour/ 

crime

70%

Rate as good

33%

Better place to 

live than other 

places in LCR

Best thing?

51% Friendly 

people

41% Culture / 

History 

Worst thing?

48% 

Homelessness

39%

Rate as good

22%

Better place to 

live than other 

places in LCR

Best thing?

27% Friendly 

people

16% Leisure/

Sports facilities

Worst thing?

26% 

Anti-social 

behaviour/ 

crime

80%

Rate as good

56%

Better place to 

live than other 

places in LCR

Best thing?

45% Friendly 

people

24% Transport

& Parks

Worst thing?

19%

Public transport

Wirral and Sefton are rated most positively, whilst St Helens is rated lowest overall. Issues 
are localised

Thriving business & economy incl jobs is most in need of improvement 

Household and neighbourhood is most in need of improvement 

Thriving business & economy incl jobs is most in need of improvement 

Thriving business & economy incl jobs is most in need of improvement 

Household and neighbourhood is most in need of improvement 

Thriving business & economy incl jobs is most in need of improvement 

Halton

Knowsley

Liverpool

Sefton

St Helens

Wirral

71%

Rate as good

60%

Better place to 

live than other 

places in LCR

Best thing?

24% Transport

21% Amenities

nearby

Worst thing?

34% Poor public 

services/police

/healthcare

Base: A2, A3, A4, A5: All respondents (603) 

Residents in Wirral perceive their area as a good place to live (80%) and Sefton residents see their area as better to live than any other in 

LCR (60%). ‘Friendly people’ is felt to be the best thing in most areas while anti-social behavior the worst.
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The vast majority of residents expect to continue living in the area in the next few years, 
with jobs being the main pull factor

9%

15%

6%

1%

4%

4%

4%

7%

10%

12%

15%

16%

23%

Don't know

Nothing

Other

Improve everything

More investment (in town centre)

Nicer surroundings/more greenery

Better public services

Cleaner streets

Suitable housing

Less crime/anti-social behaviour

Family

More shops/facilities/improve town centre

Better job prospects

87% of residents are 

likely to still live in their 

local area in next 2-3 

years

93%

80%

87%

90%

80%

95%Wirral

St Helens

Sefton

Liverpool

Knowsley

Halton

70% of residents are 

likely to still live in their 

local area in 10 years 

time

67%

63%

64%

80%

61%

82%Wirral

St Helens

Sefton

Liverpool

Knowsley

Halton

D3. What would keep you in the area?

Knowsley and St Helens residents are most likely to move out of the area over the next few years. Likelihood to stay in the area 

increases with age.  Improved job prospects, shops and facilities in town centres are most likely to keep residents in the area.

D1. Likeliness of living in 

area in 2-3 years time 

D2. Likeliness of living in 

area in 10 years time 

Base: D1 & D2: All respondents (603), D3 : Those unlikely to be living in the area for 2+years (97)
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Areas within the LCR are seen to have a strong community spirit, good housing and 
schools; but crime and social exclusion are a concern

However, findings vary significantly by area. Residents in St Helens and Knowsley are least likely to feel their area has low crime levels. 

B1a. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area…? 

33%

41%

45%

53%

53%

55%

55%

63%

64%

68%

17%

18%

10%

14%

9%

16%

11%

10%

14%

12%

28%

38%

44%

26%

34%

25%

25%

12%

19%

19%

22%

2%

2%

7%

4%

4%

10%

15%

3%

2%

Has support for vulnerable people and
families

Is an improving neighbourhood

Has low levels of crime

Has affordable housing

Has low levels of homelessness

Offers a good choice of housing options

Has the availability of quality further
education

Has the availability of good / well performing
schools

Offers quality housing

Has a strong community spirit

Agree Neutral Disagree Don't know

Area most likely to agree Area least likely to agree

Sefton/ Wirral (80%)

Sefton (91%)

Liverpool (82%)

Liverpool (83%)

Sefton (81%)

Sefton (87%)

Wirral (68%)

Sefton (70%)

Liverpool  (70%)

Liverpool (53%)

Halton (43%)

Knowsley (35%)

Knowsley (43%)

Knowsley (22%)

Halton (43%)

St Helens (30%)

Knowsley (31%)

Knowsley (24%) 

St Helens (28%)

St Helens (18%)

Knowsley (21%)

Base: B1a : Respondents commenting on housing (545) Halton (96), Knowsley (82), Liverpool (90), Sefton (95), St Helens (89), Wirral (93)

Treat area results with caution due to low base sizes
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Green spaces and hospitality are rated positively, while town centres and retail need 
more investment

Again, findings vary significantly by area.  Investment in local town centres received the highest levels of disagreement, particularly in 

St Helens.   

B1b. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area…? 

29%

36%

36%

39%

46%

47%

48%

59%

68%

11%

21%

12%

18%

16%

22%

17%

9%

13%

57%

27%

52%

43%

32%

29%

31%

31%

18%

3%

16%

6%

2%

4%

1%

1%

Is investing in the local town centre

Caters for people from diverse backgrounds

Has good local retail offer, high streets,
markets

Has good cultural offering including theatres,
museums, galleries, cinemas etc.

Has the opportunities and facilities to get
involved in a range of activities

Helps to connect local people together

Has the availability of a variety of sports
facilities

Has a good choice of restaurants, pubs and
cafes

Has well maintained parks or green spaces

Agree Neutral Disagree Don't know

Area most likely to agree Area least likely to agree

Liverpool (86%)

Liverpool (85%)

Liverpool (71%)

Liverpool (77%)

Sefton (71%)

Wirral (71%)

Liverpool (78%)

Liverpool (82%)

Liverpool (62%)

Knowsley (51%)

Knowsley (24%)

Halton (24%)

Halton (26%)

Halton (21%)

Knowsley (11%)

St Helens (9%)

St Helens (20%)

St Helens (9%)

Base: B1b: Respondents commenting on culture, facilities, leisure (407) Halton (69), Knowsley (74), Liverpool (51), Sefton (82), St Helens (65), Wirral (66)

Treat area results with caution due to low base sizes
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Residents value green spaces and recycling provision, but find energy efficiency 
measures lacking

Particularly in Sefton, where very few agreed their local area uses energy efficient products and services or offers support to be more 

energy efficient at home and work. 

B1c. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area…? 

29%

30%

48%

64%

84%

19%

19%

17%

10%

6%

35%

36%

29%

22%

9%

16%

14%

5%

4%

1%

Offers support to be more energy efficient at
home and work

Uses energy efficient products/services in the
local area

Has good air quality and low levels of
pollution

Has good recycling provision

Has accessible open green spaces including
parks, woodlands and green walking paths

Agree Neutral Disagree Don't know

Area most likely to agree Area least likely to agree

L’pool/Sefton/Wirral (88%)

Sefton (79%)

Sefton (81%)

Liverpool (54%)

Liverpool (52%)

Base: B1c: Respondents commenting on environment (300) Halton (19), Knowsley (63), Liverpool (50), Sefton (76), St Helens (47), Wirral (46)

Treat area results with caution due to low base sizes

Knowsley (71%)

Knowsley (53%)

Halton (22%)

Sefton (10%)

Sefton (16%)
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Natural spaces and the broader environment is an important contributor to perception of 
quality of life: both positively and negatively

What works well?

Environment

• Proximity and access to renovated docks, beaches and 

green spaces parks are discussed positively.

Festivals and food markets

• Particularly in the city centre, a good variety of food and 

music festivals representing diverse cultures.

Dance and football culture

• Clubs for young people in some areas (Kirkby) have 

lots of potential.

What’s not working so well?

Environment

• Many parks and green spaces described as run down, overgrown and in need 

of attention.

Rubbish collection

• Litter bin collection in some areas (Sefton) is poor; with some streets recognised as looking like a dumping site.

• Not all areas have the ability to recycle; which is described as really important.

Lack of suitable and affordable housing

• Rundown and vacant housing across regions. 

• Areas (e.g. Kirkby) have been cleared and replaced with housing, but no new facilities and infrastructure to support this

• Many voice concerns over insufficient social housing, especially for those without children. 

• Tenants find affordable good quality rental properties challenging to find, while landlords can struggle to find ‘good’ 

tenants.

Crime

• Some police stations are reported to close at 6pm or to have closed down completely: since this crime and antisocial 

behaviour has increased.

In the focus groups, there was a perception that the region used to be defined by its major industries – glass 

making, mining, the port – but since their decline, it’s unclear what the new regional identity should look like.

If a town centre looks like a 

derelict building site, it’ll be 

treated like one
(male, 47, Knowsley) 
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Participants want the opportunity to use and take care of their environment

Ideas and suggestions

Regeneration

• The canal area in Sefton is described an ideal location for regeneration to develop, support and encourage business, 

taking inspiration form the Baltic Triangle. 

• Town centres are often mentioned as a priority for investment.

Environment ‘quick wins’

• Football fields currently overgrown and unusable: cutting the grass is simple way to make them useful outdoor spaces. 

• Replace old and broken goal posts.

• Fix swings and clean existing parks.

Recycling and Litter

• Recycling is “really important”: the desire is there, but not all LCR focus group participants are able to.

• Clean up areas where litter bins aren’t collected and litter is all over the street. Belief expressed is “give people a chance 

to treat it better and they will”.

Affordable rates for sport activities like ice skating.

Bring back free swimming for kids in school holidays. 

They really used the pool when it 

was free, as a teacher I can see 

the kids ability to swim has 

changed 
(female, 34, Wirral) 

I’ve never seen a recycling bin 
(female, 36, CoL) 

Litter. Everywhere you go.
(male, 72, St Helens)

The footy pitch is overgrown and 

has had the same goal posts for 

20 years, they are destroyed… 

How much would it cost to replace 

these? 

You don’t give people the 

opportunity to respect. Make small 

changes and people will use 

them… 
(male, 28, Knowsley) 
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“Where would you like to see yourself in 5-10 years’ time and what can the LCRCA do to 
help you get there?”

St Helens

Knowsley

Knowsley

CoL
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The region is seen to have good and useful road links, but lack good public transport 
services and cycle routes 

Public transport services and links appear to be a greater issue in Halton than other areas, whilst cycle routes are lacking in St Helens 

particularly.  

B1d. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area…? 

36%

53%

57%

70%

75%

18%

9%

9%

13%

12%

27%

37%

32%

16%

11%

18%

2%

2%

2%

3%

Has good and useful cycle routes

Has efficient public transport services

Has good and useful public transport links /
routes

Has good and useful walking routes and
space for pedestrians

Has good and useful road links

Agree Neutral Disagree Don't know

Area most likely to agree Area least likely to agree

Sefton (93%)

Liverpool (92%)

Liverpool (85%)

Liverpool (79%)

Liverpool (54%)

Wirral (54%)

Base: B1d: Respondents commenting on transport (305): Halton (44), Knowsley (75), Liverpool (49), Sefton (28), St Helens (46), Wirral (63)

Treat area results with caution due to low base sizes

Knowsley (60%)

Knowsley (53%)

Halton (28%)

Halton (30%)

St Helens (8%)
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There is disparity in how well connected different areas are

What works well?

Public transport

• Many feel well connected with plenty of transport options such as buses, trains and 

motorways nearby.

• In the Wirral many are particularly positive about transport links, also mentioning the 

bridge and ferry as options.

Citybikes in City of Liverpool 

Road surfacing and maintenance in some places

What’s not working so well?

Trains

• There is a perception that guards have been removed on trains: consequently a number 

mention not feeling safe traveling at night due to exuberant young people, who at times 

can feel threatening.

Public transport

• Can be ‘patchy’ in some areas with a 20min walk to the nearest bus stop.

• Halton residents are resentful of the toll bridge cost, which contributes to a feeling of 

isolation of the area.

Walking

• Many mention not feeling safe walking places 

in the dark, so actively avoid doing it.

Roads vary in quality with some in need of maintenance

Parking can be prohibitively expensive

• Some will travel further afield for their shopping needs to avoid parking charges. Some 

residents in focus groups perceive public transport to be unreliable and unsafe, so don’t 

see it as an appealing alternative to travelling by car.

Identity of areas has been lost with closing of businesses

• Many feel nostalgic for local town centres and the mix of businesses, which gave the area 

a cultural identity and atmosphere: the “local colour”.

The bridge is good but I don’t 

agree with the charge
(female, 23, Halton)

Citybikes have been a 

huge success!
(male, 25, CoL) 

One good thing about 

Halewood I’ve noticed 

is they do keep on top 

of the roads surfacing 

and they’re forever 

getting rid of pot holes 

and things…
(female, 59, Knowsley) 

We have great 

links to Wales, 

the city, 

Wrexham, 

Chester and 

Manchester 
(male, 43, Wirral) 

…You can see where 

Woolton finishes and then 

Halewood starts because the 

potholes in Woolton are 

terrible and then Halewood’s

got nice smooth roads
(female, 24, Knowsley) 
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Improvements are needed to address uneven connectivity, congestion, and personal 
safety

Ideas and suggestions

Public transport

• Revaluate routes through certain areas to even out the distribution of routes and frequency of services.

• Highlight/ communicate train safety and guards working on services to help address perception of there being a lack of 

guards on trains.

Football, rugby and other ‘match days’

• A successful model in Auckland, New Zealand: one suggestion to ease congestion is ‘free’ public transport all day if a 

valid match ticket can be shown.

• This also encourages public spending money at venues and ‘in town’.

Reduced public transport fares on weekends/ market days 

• This may encourage shopping in the local areas and more use of small local businesses.

Digital infrastructure – fibre broadband and 5G 

• Looking forward it’s considered really important as “everything depends on it now: all businesses.” 

Offering improved security for shops in local areas

• Some considered opening a business premise in certain areas (e.g. Sefton), but question how safe their stock and 

business would be.

Persuade people to use public 

transport on match days
(male, 25, CoL) 

More late night transport services 

would be good 
(female,56, Sefton) 

Roads were rubbish 

before the bike race came 
(female, 44, Wirral) 

The buses are as reliable as 

anywhere 
(male, 67, Knowsley) 

There are no guards on trains 

anymore and I don’t like to take 

them at night 
(female, 35, Sefton) 

The roads are like a maze. 

Nobody wants to come here.
(female, 55, Halton) 
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“Where would you like to see yourself in 5-10 years’ time and what can the LCRCA do to 
help you get there?”

St Helens

Deliberative 

event 

Deliberative 

event 
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Business environment is rated poorly across the region: St Helens and Halton are rated 
lowest overall

Wirral seems to exceed other areas of the region in terms of offering job opportunities across various employment sectors and being 

attractive to new businesses, but ratings remain low with under half of residents giving a positive rating.  

B1e. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area…? 

17%

24%

27%

27%

27%

33%

22%

22%

18%

22%

25%

22%

47%

44%

47%

40%

34%

34%

14%

10%

9%

10%

14%

11%

Offers availability of longer-term jobs / to
have a career

Has a diverse range of employment sectors

Is attractive to new businesses

Offers availability of jobs to suit my skills set

Provides initiatives to enhance employability
and skills

Gives opportunities for training and career
development

Agree Neutral Disagree Don't know

Area most likely to agree Area least likely to agree

Liverpool (47%)

St Helens (42%)

Wirral (45%)

Wirral (49%)

Wirral (41%)

Liverpool/Wirral (30%)

Base: B1e: Respondents commenting on business, employment, training and innovation (443): Halton (76), Knowsley (92), Liverpool (72), Sefton (46), St Helens (79), Wirral (77)

Treat area results with caution due to low base sizes

Halton (19%)

Halton (10%)

St Helens (15%)

Sefton (9%)

St Helens (13%)

St Helens (6%)
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Several successful examples of local businesses and economic regeneration sit alongside 
patchy provision 

What works well?

Investment in some areas e.g. the Baltic Triangle

• Described as a successful regeneration project.

• But prices are described as prohibitively high compared 

to other nightlife spots, especially for drinks – people will 

dip in and out but won’t remain for an entire evening.

Abundance of jobs in retail

• A small number mention wide availability, and 

accessibility, of jobs in hospitality and retail sectors, e.g. 

large supermarket chains such as Asda, and fast food 

outlets and restaurants, particularly in Runcorn.

What’s not working so well?

Promised investment failing to materialise

• A big concern for many, particularly in Kirkby. There was ‘talk’ of businesses and 

spaces being cleared to make way for investment and regeneration that never appeared 

(or not yet) e.g. at Everton stadium. 

Migration of big businesses to more central areas

• Many small ‘local’ businesses are dependent on the custom deriving from larger businesses’ workforce. 

• As big businesses migrate from ‘local areas’ lots of smaller business lose their customers, ultimately resulting in their 

closure too.

• Many are concerned that HMRC leaving Sefton will have a negative impact on surrounding small businesses.

Business rates 

• Small businesses can struggle to pay rates imposed, and the perception is that 

local owners don’t get a chance to establish themselves and succeed.

Outside market

• In St Helens, several residents point out that there used to be an outside market that attracted visitors, and some stalls 

are now being brought back.

Investment is key, you have 

to invest to get something 

back
(female, 55, Halton) 

Supporting employment ties 

in with places to socialise!
(male, 29, Sefton) 

The Baltic was a great 

idea!
(female, 36, CoL) 

There are no large, multinational companies here anymore but 

this isn’t a bad thing 
(male, 48, CoL) 

If you take out large 

companies like HMRC, small 

businesses like cafes and 

sandwich shops will fail
(male, 29, Sefton) 
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To lower business rates was the idea most residents advocated to attract new businesses

Ideas and suggestions

More support for new businesses 

• Beyond funding, think about investment in advertising and marketing areas.

More holistic planning and specific to local environments

• “What may work for London, doesn’t necessarily work here”.

Business rates should come down 

• Lowering them would make it easier for small businesses to set-up shop.

• Additional suggestions include: 

• Interest free loans for small businesses. 

• Reduced business rates for the first two to five years to allow small businesses to establish themselves.

• Reducing the amount of ‘red tape bureaucracy’ which can discourage start-ups.

More hot-desk style office spaces

• In order to encourage start-ups and younger people to work in the city region. 

Facilitate the procedures to obtain and maintain business permits 

We train lots of teachers but 

there are no jobs at the end...
(female, 34, Wirral) 

The council make it very difficult 

for people to open businesses, to 

keep a business going
(female, St Helens) 

Take the employment out, and the place will 

nose dive… It will go to the dogs... It’s like a 

domino effect
(male, 29, Sefton) 

We’re putting money into non-

independent businesses
(female, 55, Halton) 

With independent businesses, there 

are lot’s of opportunities, but people 

are worried… give more support, 

financial backing, advertising and 

marketing areas 
(female, 43, Knowsley) 

We are turning into a 

ghost town
(female, 44, Halton)
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“Where would you like to see yourself in 5-10 years’ time and what can the LCRCA do to 
help you get there?”

Halton

Knowsley

Halton
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Residents find it difficult to feedback on ‘ideas’ since they’re unaware of what is 
happening in the LCR and how it affects them

There is a general lack of awareness of digital and innovation in business. On a personal level, accessing things online is more 

important for personal than work use, and decreases with age. In the focus groups, there was a perception that the region used to be 

defined by its major industries – glass making, mining, the port – but since their decline, it’s unclear what the new regional identity 

should look like.

B1e. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area…? 

22%

27%

22%

22%

38%

22%

19%

30%

Uses innovative solutions to better the area

Is embracing the digital economy

Agree Neutral Disagree Don't know

Area most likely to agree Area least likely to agree

Liverpool (40%)

Liverpool (40%)

Base: B1e: Respondents commenting on business, employment, training and innovation (443): Halton (76), Knowsley (92), Liverpool (72), Sefton (46), St Helens (79), Wirral (77)

B2: All respondents (603); if in employment (359)

Sefton (14%)

Sefton (12%)

78%
Feel it’s important to 

access things online in 

their personal life.

73%
Feel it’s important to 

access things online for 

work. 

Residents in 

Liverpool (85%) 

were most likely to 

have said this, 

compared to 68% in 

Knowsley.

Notably higher in 

Liverpool (93%) 

and lowest in 

Halton (60%).

Focus group 

participants would like 

to see more 

partnerships between 

schools and industries 

e.g. hospitals and 

colleges.

In certain industries 

opportunities are missing for 

young people  

(male , 46, LCR) 
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Phase 2 deliberative event: background and approach 

• The deliberative event took place on November 14th 2019 at the Maritime Museum in 

Liverpool: the event ran from 12:45pm until 5pm.

• In total, 22 residents participated: mostly recruited by the LCRCA residents engagement 

team with additional residents being re-invited after participating in the Phase 1 research 

programme.

• Lunch and afternoon refreshments were provided.

Order of the day:

1. Introduction by Dr Aileen Jones (Assistant Director, Policy and Strategic 

Commissioning).

2. LCRCA policy leads (‘expert witnesses’) presented key information relating to each of 

the following themes: ‘People’, ‘Places’ and ‘Infrastructure’.

3. After each policy presentation, residents discussed each policy area and fed back their 

thoughts to the rest of the room: the individual group discussions were facilitated by 

Breaking Blue researchers and Prof. Andrew Clark (University of Salford); each table 

had its own note taker. 

4. The LCRCA policy leads (‘experts witnesses’) moved between the tables during the 

discussions to help answer any questions residents had about their policy area. 

5. The event was closed with a final comment from the Metro Mayor. 

Event design and approach Aims of the deliberative event

• To explore concrete policy proposals, as well as 

more general policy options, around three key 

themes: People, Places and Infrastructure. 

• To engage residents in a deliberative dialogue: 

generating further ideas for policy development, 

fine-tuning proposals and sharing examples of 

best practice for policy implementation.

• To establish a proof of concept for future 

resident engagement activities.

• Findings from the phase 1 evidence gathering 

were used to aid the design and discussion 

content of the event. 
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‘People’ policy discussion
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‘People’ Policy Lead, Rob Tabb, gave a presentation about Employment and Skills in LCR

What’s going well in LCR

• Overall employment rate

• Overall unemployment rate

• Colleges do well to help people get GCSE 

qualifications

• Spent European funding well

What needs some work in LCR

• High rate of sickness absence and people not 

going to work

• Attainment of GCSEs at 16 is below national 

rate

• Overall skills levels are lower than they need to 

be

• People are finding it hard to get technical 

qualifications and to get on in work

• Jobs can be insecure and not of good quality

Rob presented the following information to the group: 
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The ‘People’ Policy Lead then put the policy idea below to the residents to discuss in their 
individual groups 

A pool of career progression mentors 

could be trained to provide one-on-one 

support, provide advice and share 

experience. 
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During residents’ group discussions, they identified some issues with the local jobs 
market: based on their personal experiences and perceptions

Local employment market not 

sufficiently regulated 

• Too many zero hours contracts. 

• Lots of poor quality jobs: low skills/ low 

paid.

• Lots of temporary seasonal contracts 

e.g. Christmas temps often not kept on 

in January. 

Some residents have had bad 

experiences with employers not 

investing in employee progression: for 

fear they will leave the business and take 

the knowledge with them, costing the 

business time and money.

Also some sense that there aren’t sufficient 

opportunities for graduates in the LCR.

Employees demotivated and 

therefore taking time off work 
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Residents’ feedback suggests there are 5 key principles the ‘People’ policy should 
incorporate 

Capitalise on existing 

local expertise

Ensure support reflects 

the modern working 

world 

Offer support for 

employers 

Ensure support is 

widely accessible

Consider ‘early 

intervention’ 

02. 03. 05.

• Consider the needs of 

different employee types 

e.g. self employed, 

freelancers, those in 

insecure work (e.g. on 

zero hours contracts) and 

people working multiple 

jobs etc.

• Normalise flexible working 

hours e.g. to allow 

employees to study 

outside of working hours. 

• Consult with/ learn from 

entrepreneurs and 

successful business 

people both in and 

outside of LCR.

• Encourage these people 

to share their success 

stories to inspire and 

motivate local residents.

• Need to educate 

employers about how 

they should be involved 

in offering mentoring 

support, and how to 

encourage their 

employees to take part.

• Provide opportunities for 

employers to be 

mentors themselves. 

• Mentoring should be 

available to all: any age, 

residents in or out of 

employment, those in 

low paid/ skilled work, 

those from low income 

backgrounds and those 

with disabilities. 

• Support should be 

available to residents 

outside of their own 

immediate friends/ 

family networks.

• Ensure support is well 

advertised, so residents 

are aware of what is 

available. 

• Inspiring young people 

to start thinking about 

their career path before 

they ‘get stuck’ in 

careers they don’t enjoy. 

• Making careers advice 

available in schools e.g. 

via dedicated careers 

officers/ career days.

04.01.
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Residents then generated ideas for how to bring the policy to life in practice

Mentoring format

• Networking events: bringing people working in 

different sectors/ industries together to share 

experiences, learnings and ideas.

• Mock job interviews.

• A centralised web portal: where support 

resources can be easily accessed. 

• A clear way of documenting personal career 

progression and success e.g. personal 

objectives and progress flowchart.

• Omni-channel mentoring e.g. online, telephone 

or face-to-face.

• Option to have career mentoring sessions 

during the working day rather than having to do 

it in own personal time. 

• Buddy systems within organisations e.g. more 

experienced employees mentoring less 

experienced ones.

Mentoring content

• ‘Soft skills’ e.g. people and relationship 

management.

• Networking, ‘opening doors’ and where to look 

for new opportunities.

• CV writing. 

• Personal marketing. 

• Confidence building.

• Change management.

Mentors themselves

• Mentors to be empathetic, reassuring and 

experienced. 

• Build up a bank of mentors: with a range of 

experiences across different industries/ sectors. 

• Option to have ‘internal’ mentors who are 

already working within the employee’s 

organisation, but also ‘external’ mentors working 

elsewhere to bring a fresh perspective. 

• Consider ways to incentivise mentors to 

encourage them to take part, especially if they 

are volunteering their time for free. 
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Residents identified some positive examples of real impact related to the ‘People’ policy

Examples identified by residents Why they’re viewed positively

Apprenticeship mentors
Provide: support, training, reassurance, confidence building ‘on the 

job’

Continuing Professional Development training Learning activities to develop and enhance professional skills

Open University courses Opportunity to study whilst working at the same time

Liverpool College of Commerce: ILM Coaching and 

Mentoring Development Programme

2 day-long courses of coaching and mentoring training

Princes Trust mentoring programme Provision of empathetic and experienced mentors 

Liverpool Ways to Work ILM Programme
Free tailored help for local residents struggling to secure long-term 

employment

Knowsley Works Bespoke support for those looking for a job

Union Learning Reps from the TUC
Volunteers provide encouragement and support with learning in the 

workplace

Learn Direct at Stockport College Training provided for adults who find themselves in between jobs
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‘Places’ policy discussion
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Lead Officer for Housing Strategy and Policy, Tim Jago, introduced the ‘Places’ policy 
discussion by giving a presentation about housing and place-making in LCR

• We have many attractive neighbourhoods in the 

City Region – good quality homes, pleasant 

living environment etc. 

• We have been a pioneer in creating model 

neighbourhoods – e.g. Port Sunlight 

• We have long understood the link between 

housing, quality of place and health 

• Dr. Duncan; first council housing in the 

country

• £6million fund to revitalise town centres across 

the Liverpool City Region

• Borough of Culture programme

▪ Poor quality housing 

▪ Lack of housing choice 

▪ Concentrations of deprivation and poor health 

across the City Region 

▪ Poor living environment 

▪ Lack of local amenities and facilities 

▪ Increasingly ageing population with their housing 

needs 

▪ Declining shopping centres

Housing issues in 

LCRCA

• Fuel Poverty - 15% LCR households in fuel 

poverty (18% in Liverpool) in 2017 

• Nearly 70% of LCR homes in Council Tax bands 

A and B 

• Nearly half of all private sector homes built 

before end of WW2; around a quarter before 

WW1 

• 1 in 3 homes are terraced 

• Increasing number are privately rented

What’s going well What needs some work

Tim presented the following information to the group: 
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The ‘Places’ Policy Lead then put the policy question below to the residents to discuss in 
their individual groups 

How do we make all our 

neighbourhoods good places to live, 

work and visit for the long term?
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Residents feel there are currently issues with:

• The provision, and upkeep, of local green spaces.

• High levels of pollution in the LCR pushing residents out to the suburbs: 

taking money/ investment/ sense of community away from LCR.

• High business rates causing businesses in local communities to struggle. 

• Fuel poverty across LCR.

• The North of the LCR needing more attention/ investment than the 

South. 

• Crime in local neighbourhoods: residents suggest that brining back local 

youth centres could help address this.

• New gated housing developments causing a sense of segregation, rather 

than brining communities together.

• Residents are aware of some previous housing regeneration projects 

that have stopped halfway through or been on-going for several years: 

creating scepticism about whether projects will be finished. 

• Some residents refer to difficult and problematic regeneration schemes, 

e.g. slum clearances, housing demolitions, and relocation of residents to 

remote areas which destroyed local communities, and there was a 

preference for refurbishing and repairing existing stock rather than 

tearing old housing down.

During residents’ group discussions, they identified a need for improved neighbourhoods 
in LCR 
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Residents’ feedback suggests there are 4 key principles the ‘Places’ policy should 
incorporate: residents generated ideas for how to bring these to life in practice

New housing should be future 

proofed

Create community ‘hubs’

02.

• If new housing is being built, there 

must be sufficient infrastructure 

alongside it to create prosperous 

neighbourhoods.

• Designing homes that are suitable/ 

accessible for elderly residents to 

live in, so residents can stay in the 

same neighbourhoods long term.

01.

• ‘Hubs’ should include facilities such as: GP services, green space, public transport links, libraries, cafes etc.

• Work on crime reduction to create safer neighbourhoods. 

• Create high quality, and well kept, green spaces – to encourage residents to spend time together in communal spaces 

e.g. greening over demolished/ disused areas.

• Reduce business rates to help local neighbourhood businesses flourish.

Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 

• Renovate existing housing rather than demolishing and rebuilding e.g. new external walls to  modernise current 

houses.

• Home improvement grants so residents can stay in their homes/ neighbourhoods for longer.

• Build larger houses (e.g. three story), so families are less tempted to move out to the suburbs and drive back into LCR.

• Homeshare schemes.

• Lifetime Homes e.g. wheelchair accessible.

• Account for what will be required from housing stock in 30 years, as well as in the near future.

Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 
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Residents’ feedback suggests there are 4 key principles the ‘Places’ policy should 
incorporate: residents generated ideas for how to bring these to life in practice 

Consult with residents…

Housing should be affordable

04.

• If people own their home, they are 

more likely to invest in its upkeep. 

• Help to Buy mortgages being 

monopolised by investors buying 

second properties to rent out: 

making it harder for first-time buyers 

to get on the property ladder.

• …to ensure neighbourhood

regeneration meets their needs.

• Engage with residents when on-going 

projects are delayed or changed: to 

avoid residents assuming the CA has 

‘given up’ on them.

03.

• Shared ownership properties and mortgages to help young people get on the property ladder. 

• Create better quality social housing so it lasts longer and is more energy efficient.

• Consider opportunities for longer term, affordable and sustainable rental options: to ensure residents stay – and 

socially invest – in their area long term.

Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 

• Consult with existing communities to make sure neighbourhood/ housing regeneration fits with residents’ needs. 

• Investigate why residents don’t want to live/ work in local areas, so it’s clear how to address these issues.

• Ensure regeneration is community led and owned.

Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 
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Residents identified some positive examples of real impact related to the ‘Places’ policy

Examples identified by residents Why they’re viewed positively

Waltham Forest’s Mini-Holland scheme
Cycling program to radically improve their cycling infrastructure, and 

make cycling a priority in the area 

£1 houses in Wavertree (featured in the Channel 4 

documentary ‘The £1 Houses: Britain’s Cheapest 

Street’) 

A great way of brining empty/ derelict housing back into use

Lifetime Homes: set of design principles developed 

to ensure that new homes are accessible and 

inclusive e.g. wheelchair access etc.

Create flexible and adaptable living environments, so people can live 

in their homes for as long as possible 

Homeshare schemes  
Provides an affordable housing option for young people, as well as 

company for older people living in large properties on their own

Baltic Triangle

A great example of neighbourhood regeneration in the LCR: a

creative, different and fun place for local people to spend time 

together

Housing regeneration in the Welsh Streets in 

Toxteth, Liverpool

Regeneration project involving the refurbishment of dated/ derelict

housing

Kitty's Launderette, Liverpool: local community 

project

A social ‘hub’ that provides support and advice in learning and 

training, as well as a space for local people to spend time together
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‘Infrastructure’ policy discussion 
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Lead Officer for Transport Policy, Huw Jenkins, introduced the ‘Infrastructure’ policy 
discussion by giving a presentation about transport in LCR

• Transport emits carbon and other pollutants, 

especially nitrogen dioxide and particulates  

• 599 people killed or seriously injured in 2016 

(Merseyside) 

• 66% of all trips less than 5km in length, 83% are 

less than 10km

• Despite the short distance of most trips, over 

half are driven by car

▪ Strong policy base – promote rail, bus, walking, 

cycling , alternative fuels, tackle poor AQ… 

▪ £172.5m Transforming Cities Fund – sustainable 

travels interventions 

▪ Hydrogen buses and electric vehicles 

▪ New travel cards and products (Metro Card)

What needs some work
What is the LCRCA 

doing?

Huw presented the following information to the group: 
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The ‘Infrastructure’ Policy Lead then put the policy question below to the residents to 
discuss in their individual groups 

What could be done to reduce reliance 

on the car and make other forms of 

transport more attractive?
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During residents’ group discussions, they identified car reliance as a problem that needs 
addressing

• Residents feel there are big issues with congestion on the roads in LCR: especially at rush hour and during the ‘school run’.

• Congestion on roads makes it dangerous for walkers and cyclists to get around LCR.

• Air pollution is a growing concern. 

Public transport too expensive

• Flat flares not economical e.g. one long journey can cost the 

same as only going one or two stops. 

Public transport unreliable 

• Uber is more reliable so people will take a taxi rather than 

public transport.

Public transport not sufficiently well connected 

• E.g. bus stops have been removed, some areas of LCR are 

not covered well, cycle lanes aren’t long enough to complete 

a whole journey across LCR and the removal of bus lanes 

has led to congestion.

Roads unsafe 

• So walking/ cycling is unappealing e.g. people don’t feel safe 

cycling on the roads; concerns about child safety means 

parents are driving to drop their children off right outside the 

school rather than letting them walk some of the way. 

Public transport safety concerns 

• E.g. perception that elderly residents are put off using public 

transport because they’re intimidated by younger residents 

using it. 

But even though car reliance is recognised as an issue, there are many barriers to using public transport/ not using the car…
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Residents’ feedback suggests there are 4 key principles the ‘Infrastructure’ policy should 
incorporate: residents generated ideas for how to bring these to life in practice 

Encourage residents to use their 

cars differently

Make public transport more cost 

effective

02.

01.
Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 

Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 

• Introduce smart ticketing. 

• Introduce contactless payment. 

• Franchise the bus system.

• Weekday family bus tickets (to encourage use for the ‘school run’).

• Consider charging over 65s a nominal fee for their Mersey Travel Pass. 

• Modernise bus stock.

• On-demand mini-bus service

• Promote bus travel so it’s not perceived as being only for certain demographics, e.g. elderly residents or those with no 

other choice: may help address safety concerns if users reflect the socio-economic/ age diversity of LCR.

• Better provision for/ more widespread use of electric vehicles e.g. more charging points.

• Make electric cars more cost effective e.g. schemes to trade in petrol/ diesel cars for money off electric cars.

• Car pooling/ sharing.

• Car clubs: car rental within local communities.

• Introduce parking permits for on-street parking to deter residents driving into LCR.

• Consider introducing parking permits to more residential streets to discourage multiple car ownership per household.

• Make buying or using an electric car more cost effective
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Residents’ feedback suggests there are 4 key principles the ‘Infrastructure’ policy should 
incorporate: residents generated ideas for how to bring these to life in practice 

Improve road safety to encourage 

cycling & walking

Create a better connected city 

region

04.

03.
Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 

Resident-generated ideas for bringing this to life: 

• More extensive and safe cycle routes.

• More railway stations/ lines. 

• More bus stations/ stops/ lanes.

• Reintroduce city bikes.

• Evening train/ bus services.

• Clock-face timetabling.  

• Improved connections between St Helens and the city centre.

• Bus routes into the largest housing estates. 

• Use existing underground tunnels/roads for cyclists e.g. Queensway Road tunnel.

• Enable better multi-modal travel e.g. bike, bus and train travel in same journey.

• Pedestrianise parts of the city centre.

• Traffic wardens at schools to help stop car congestion/ pollution outside schools. 

• Road safety education in schools e.g. training students on how to use public transport and roads safely, so parents feel 

more comfortable allowing children to walk/ cycle/ get public transport.

• Ensure walkways and cycle-ways look attractive/ feel safe.

• Consider more diagonal pedestrian crossings at 4-way intersections. 

• Lengthen time for pedestrians to cross road at crossings.
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Residents identified some positive examples of real impact related to the ‘Infrastructure’ 
policy

Examples identified by residents Why they’re viewed positively

Denmark’s cycle routes around the whole city 
A great example of a well-connected cycling infrastructure that puts 

cyclists (rather than car drivers) first in the city

Liverpool’s city bike cycle hire scheme 
A convenient and good value scheme to promote the use of bikes in 

the LCR

Greater Manchester Combined Authority are 

proposing a bus franchising scheme for the whole 

of Greater Manchester 

Perception that a franchised bus system will be more effective,

efficient and better value for money for passengers 

Poynton Regenerated (a transformative shared 

space project): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

vzDDMzq7d0

A good example of a safer and more accessible public space

Nottingham City Council’s Workplace Parking Levy

A congestion charging scheme that charges employers who provide 

workplace parking: to encourage more people to get to work without 

using their cars

Merseytravel Walrus card 
A convenient smartcard that allows passengers to load up tickets for 

bus, train and ferry journeys all in one place

Under 16s travel free in Berlin 
A good example of a travel offer to encourage young people to use 

public transport

UberPool
A taxi service that encourages people to use a minibus rather than 

their own individual cars for journeys 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vzDDMzq7d0
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Concluding remarks

A key aim of the deliberative event was for it to act as a proof of concept to inform the ongoing engagement activity of the CA.  On reflection, the 

event clearly demonstrated value in this regard: 

• A diverse and engaged mix of residents were recruited to participate from across the LCR, mostly via the LCRCA residents engagement team

• The topics discussed at the deliberative event were appealing enough to engage a sufficient number of residents 

• The format of the event was effective in stimulating wide ranging debate, discussion and idea generation 

• Residents really valued the commitment of the LCRCA policy leads and the Metro Mayor in attending the event: this demonstrated that the 

LCRCA are invested in the LCR and its residents 

• As a by-product of the event, we saw residents swapping contact details so they could stay in contact with each other: encouraging and 

enabling social capital 

• The deliberative event felt like something new and interesting (for everyone involved), and therefore worth trialling a new, innovative method 

for the LCRCA 

In conclusion, it was clear that the deliberative event was a useful approach for testing and developing policy ideas: even early on in the policy 

development process. 
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People
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28%

Quantitative in-street survey sample profile (1/2)

Gender

51%

49% 

95%

1%

2%

1%

1%
Chinese or
other ethnic
group

Black or Black
British

Asian or Asian
British

Mixed

White

Ethnic group

Base: All respondents (603)

21% 22% 33% 24%

Age

18-29 30-44 45-64 65+

Disability

24%

Location Length of time in area

Children

Less than a 
year, 2%

1 to 5 
years, 11%

6 to 10 
years, 6%

11 to 15 
years, 4%

16 years or 
more, 77%

Halton

16%

St Helens

16%

Sefton

16%

Liverpool

16%

Wirral

17%

Knowsley

18%
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Quantitative in-street survey sample profile (2/2)

35%

20%

6%

<1%

16%

7%

7%

4%

3%

3%

Employed full-time

Employed part-time

Self-employed

Employed in casual, temporary
or zero hour contracts

Retired

 In full time education

Permanently sick/disabled

Out of work but looking for
work

Out of work but not currently
looking for work

Looking after the home

Working status Place of work

65%

23%

12%

In your local area

Elsewhere within
Liverpool City

Region

Further afield
(outside the

Liverpool City
Region)

Home ownership

Base: All respondents (603)

32%

36%

17%

11%

1%

1%

3%

1%

Own it outright

Rent it

Buying it with the help
of a mortgage or loan

Live here rent free

Pay part rent and part
mortgage

Sheltered
accommodation

Occupy it in some
other way

Don’t know
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Qualitative focus group sample profile

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Knowsley Sefton City of Liverpool 

Men 4
Women 

4
Men 4

Women 

4
Men 3

Women 

5

SEG 

ABC1

6

SEG 

C2DE

2

SEG 

ABC1

7

SEG 

C2DE

1

SEG 

ABC1

5

SEG 

C2DE

3

Disability

/ illness

2

BME

1

Disability

/ illness

3

BME

2

Disability

/ illness

3

BME

2

Group 4 Group 5 Group 6

Wirral St Helens Halton

Men 4
Women 

4
Men 4

Women 

5
Men 1

Women 

6

SEG 

ABC1

4

SEG 

C2DE

4

SEG 

ABC1

6

SEG 

C2DE

3

SEG 

ABC1

2

SEG 

C2DE

5

Disability

/ illness

1

BME

2

Disability

/ illness

3

BME

0

Disability

/ illness

3

BME

0

24th September 25th September 25th September

Location

Hilton Liverpool city centre 

Location

Hilton Liverpool city centre 

Location

St Helens
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